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A B S T R A C T

T h i s work describes a computer simulation of the dynamics
and control of a robotic micropositioner. The robotic microposi -
tioner i s a parallel link manipulator which has s ix actuators, each
controlled independently by a hydraulic system. The dynamic
equations of the micropositioner are derived. The control algo-
rithm for path tracing i s formulated and tested. In th is work the
performance of the micropositioner i s investigated as function of
damping, speed, payload, and location of target.

INTRODUCllON

Most of taday's industrial robots are consmcted from a series of rigid ele-
ments connected by means of rotational joints. Control forces are applied to
these joints to position the end-effector. In contrast to this configuration, the
actuatorshnks assembled in the parallel link manipulator are not staged one
atop the other; rather, each link serves a role equal to i t s neighbors. The robotic
micropositioner studied in t h i s work i s a parallel link manipulator. I t can be
used as a robot manipulator by itself or as a robot w r i s t by attaching i t to a
robot arm.

The idea of parallel link manipulator was first used for the design of flight
simulators by Stewart [l].Studies have been conducted for i ts use as a mechan-
ical w r i s t [2], a compliant device for inserting a peg in a hole [3], a

.force/moment or position sensor [4], and a robot arm [S-111. Recently, the
Robot System Division at N B S has built, analyzed, and measured the stiffness
of sixcable robot crane suspension system [12-131. Lee et a l [14] proposed a
new design of a parallel link manipulator, rigorously derived the dynamic equa-
tions of the system, formulated and through computer simulation tested the con-
trol algorithms for position control, path tracing, and force control. In t h i s
work, attention is focused on the performance measures of the robotic micropo -
sitioner in path tracing.

DESIGN

The front view and the top view of the parallel link manipulator and i t s
coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 1. The manipulator consists of (1) a lower
platform which i s fixed in space, (2) an upper platform which i s movable with
respect to the lower platform, and (3) s ix actuators which link the two plat-
forms together. The (x, y, z ) coordinate system i s fixed in space with the origin
located at the center of the lower platform and the z - a x i s i s normal to the lower
platform. The (a, b, y) coordinate system i s embeded in the upper platform. The
origin of the (a, 8, y) cmrdinate system i s the center of the upper platform to
which the y-axis i s normal. At reference state, the two platforms are parallel,



the orientation of the space (x, y , z ) axes coincides with that of the body
(a, f.3,y) axes, and the distance between the two platfoms i s denoted by h.
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Fig1 The Parallel Link Manipulator, in i t s Reference State,
and the Coordinate Systems

T h e i-th piston (i= 1,2,3, ...,6) i s pinned at point ui, on the lower platform,
and point bi, on the upper platform. The coordinates of ui and bi are

ai: ( x i ,y i , z , )= ( rcosT i . rs in r i ,O) . (1)

b,: ( a,, pi, y, ) = ( r cos Ai , r s i n A, ,O) , (2)

( rl , r, ,r3 ,r, , r, ,r,) = ( io o , 50'. n o 0 , 170' , 250 '~ 290' ) , (3)
where

( A1 , 6 2 , 6 3 , A d , As ,& ) = ( -10' ,70° , 110' , 190' ,230' 1 3100 .(4)

An end-effector may be attached to the upper platform and, in this work,
the end-effector i s considered a pin of length Lp and normal to the upper plat-
form. The coordinate of the tip of the pin i s (0, 0, Lp) in the (a, 0, y) coordinate
system.

In th is work, the.actuators are six identical pistons, each controlled
independently by a hydraulic system. The piston and i ts control system i s
schematically shown in Fig. 2. The governing equation for the piston has been
obtained as [141 :

where f i s the piston force; 1 i s the piston length; 6 ( the height of the third
chamber ) i s the control variable; p' i s the damping coefficient which charac -
terizes the orifice V; C i s a constant, equal to the difference between the piston



length, 1, and the height of the fourth chamber, 6; pi and A . ( j = 1,2,3 ,..., 5 )
are the pressure and the effective cross-section area of &e j-th chamber,
respectively. A variable with a superscript o indicates the numerical value of
that variable at the reference state, and

d l r A i , d 2 = A f i 4 / A 5 . (6)

f = f ( l . i , 6 > , (7)

Eqn. (5) can be symbolically written as

which means the piston acts l i ke a viscoelastic solid whose force-length relation
can be controlled by changing the control variable, 6. Moreover, the damping
coefficient can be adjusted by changing the orifice cross-section area [15]. The
stiffness can be adjusted by changing po (the value of p2 and p 3 at the refer -
ence state). Since the six pistons and their hydraulic control systems are identi-
cal, eqn.(5) i s the general governing equation for all six pistons.

I t i s assumed that the piston forces and the piston lengths of the six pis-
tons are measurable. In t h i s work, only the ideal situation i s considered -- no
"noise" of any kind has been introduced into the sensors or the controllers. In
other words, no error i s involved with the measurements of piston forces and
piston lengths, and the servo mechanism can accurately set the control variables
as commanded.
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Fig.2 The Schematic Diagram of the Hydraulic Control
System of the Piston

DYNAMlC EQUATIONS

Let u, , uy, u, be the displacement components of the center of the upper
platform. The rigid body rotation of the upper platform i s defined by three suc-
cesive ( Eulerian ) angles of rotation : the sequence starts with rotating the
upper platform by an angle t$ about the y-axis, followed by an angle 8 about the



a-axis and, finally, by an angle Y about the p-axis. Then the space coordinates
of a generic point on the upper platform, after it i s rotated and displaced, may
be obtained as

where the transformation matrix, P , can be expressed as

1cosycos+sin\ysin0sin$ -cosOsinr) sinvcoswosYsin0sinQ
cosYsin@+sinVsinecos$. cosOcos$ sinvsin+cosYsinOcos$ . (9)

-sinvcose sine c o s ~ c o ~ e

The angular velocity, o , may be written as

The dynamic equations for the upper platform have been derived to be [141 :

where

MU, =F, ,

MU, = F,, ,
MU, = F, ,



M, , M, , and M, are moments about the line of nodes, the body y-axis, and
the space z-axis, respectively, while the line of nodes i s defined to be the body
x-axis before the rotation y~ takes place. In terms of the moments about the
space axes, Me ,M, , and M, can be expressed as

Me = M xcos4 + My sin@,

M,= -M, sinQcos0+My cos$cos0 + M, sin0 ,

M,=M, .

In Eqns.(13 -21), M andIare the mass and the (mass) moment of inertia tensor
of the upper platform, respectively. T h e generalized forces defined as

F=(F,, Fy,Ft,Mx,My,Mz)
T (25)

may be divided into two parts : (1) those due to the piston forces, F,,, and (2)
the externally applied forces and moments (including those due to gravity), Fa,
1.e.,

(26)F = F,, + F,

PATH TRACING

One of the basic tasks for a robot to perform i s for its end-effector to trace
a specified curve in space within a given time. In th i s work, the task i s for the
pin to trace an n-sided polygon of which the vertices are located at
(xc, yk, zk) (k = 1,2.3 ,....n). The tip of the pin has to travel from (xL, yk, zk) to

Y & + ~ ,z~,~) in a given time interval Tk. The polygon i s assumed to be prop-
erly contained in the work space of the robotic micropositioner.

At time t*, where
k-1 &

~ ' ( k )E ET,,, I 1' 5 rf (k> E ET,,, ,
m=l m-I

the tip of the pin should reach

0' = -sin-' Ly l /(Lpcos\y' )] . (30)
There i s redundancy involved in the task of path tracing because the microposi -
tioner has six degrees of freedom and a curve in space i s only three



dimensional. Also, the rotation about the axis of the pin does not affect the path
traced by the pin. The use of generalized coordinates as, for example, q in
tqns.(30) i s one of many ways to eliminate the redundancy.

The mapping from the generalized coordinates to the piston lengths,

L E (11. 12, 13,.... Zd = G-'(q) , (31)
i s refenred to as "inverse kinematics ", and the mapping from the piston forces,
f E cfl.f 2..... f6),to i t s resultant forces and moments, F, at the specific general -
izedcoordinates,

F=H(f. q) ,
i s referred to as "forward-force kinematics ". Therefore, inverse -force kinematics
may be represented as

f = H-'(F, q) . (33)
Now, the piston lengths and the piston forces at t=t' can be calculated as

L' = G-'(q') ,
f' = H-'(-Fa,q') .

Then the control variable, 610(i=1,2,....6), can be obtained as

6;' = RqO + 6" -R qo-fo(I,o-l')/A g ,
fi'/ f O + [(L+c-IO)/(L +c-I.)]

where

(34)

(35)

R 1A2lA3 , f" fp'A2A4tA - j .

Because iterative procedures are required for the solution of eqn.(35), i t i s pro-
p o s e d to calculate the control variables at discrete times :
T, T+At. T+2At, .... T+mAt. The control variables at any time t, tlSt<r2, can be
interpolated as

where tl and t2 are two succesive discrete times at which the control variables,
&t,) and 6(tz), are calculated.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The control algorithm described above has been tested through computer
simulation. The ability of the robotic micropositioner to trace a path can be
measyed

o
as follows : First, the difference between the desired position,

(x*, y , z ) from eqns.(28), and the actual (simulated) postition, (x', y', z'), at
r = r , can be calculated as

(38)

For the time interval [ti, rj], the index of performance measure, I,i s defined as

where Cl i s the characteristic length of the curve in space to be traced and, for



an n-sided polygon, CI i s considered to be the sum of the edge lengths which
bound the polygon, i.e.,

For illustrative purpose, consider that the polygon to be traced i s a square
which can be expressed as :

The unit of length used in this work i s the inch. The given time intentals are
Tt = 2 seconds (k=12,3,4). The applied generalized forces , Fa, are zeroes. The
numerical values of all parameters used in th i s paper, unless otherwise stated,
are the same as those in Ref. [14]. I t i s found that the performance of the
micropositioner i s a function of the damping coefficient, /3 , and the index of
performance measure i s at a minimum, I=10=0.0001591, when the damping
coefficient i s around Po = 0.6. For th is standard case described above, the com-
puter simulated results (the dots) and the desired path (the solid lines) are plot-
ted in Fig.3. I t i s Seen that the error (the difference between the desired path
and the simulated path) i s negligible to the naked eye. T h i s i s consistent with
that the index of performance measure, I (=0.0001591), i s a very small value.
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Fig.3 Path Traced in the Standard Case
T4 = 2 sec. ; Fa = 0 ;

= 0.6 ;I= 0.0001590



Now keep p'=p, ; F a d ; and the location of the target (the square) at
the same place as indicated in eqns.(41); change the time intervals Tk(k=1,2,3,4)
to be 0.4 second and 4 seconds in two separate cases. I t i s not suprising to find
that I increases to 0.002588 for Tk=0.4 second and decreases to 0.00006434 for
Tk=4 seconds. T h i s means that the robotic micropositioner perfoms better if i t
i s allowed to trace the path at a slower speed.

For the next case, keep the location of the target, the damping coefficient,
and the time intervals to be the same as those in the standard case and change
the applied generalized forces to be

Fa = (2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0)

The index of performance measure changes only slightly to 0.0001935 and the
results are plotted in Fig.4. T h i s indicates that the robot ic M i s t works equally
well under externally applied loading provided the robot has a priori
knowledge of the loading.
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Fig. 4 Paths Traced (1) Under Applied Loading, F, = (2, 2. 2, 2, 2, 2) ,
and (2) at Central Location.

Finally, change the location of the target to



and keep al l the other parameters to be the same as those in the standard case.
In th i s case, the index of performance measure changes only slightly to
0.0002283; the computer simulated results are also plotted in Fig. 4. In general,
the performance of a robot to trace a curve in space depends on the location of
the target. I t i s indeed quite encouraging to see that the change from Fig. 3 to
Fig. 4 i s minimal. T h i s means the robotic micropositioner, with the proposed
control algorithm, performs quite uniformly within its work space.
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